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      BWB & DEETU AT MIPIM19 

BWB has been recognised as one of the 

UK’s best employers for the way we look 

after our staff and involve them in how the 

company is run by achieving Investors in 

People Platinum.  We’re one of only 88 firms 

across the UK to have achieved the 

accreditation, which entails a rigorous 

independent assessment with the findings 

validated by gathering confidential 

employee feedback.  

Investors in People is the internationally 

recognised benchmark for assessing how 

employee engagement contributes to and 

underpins business success. We achieved 

Platinum after systematically working our 

way through Silver and Gold Standards, and 

our rise to the top 2-3% of IIP-accredited 

firms has been reflected in consistent 

business growth, profitability and success. 

At BWB we are passionate about being a 

great place to work and so this latest 

achievement is something that we are 

hugely proud of. 

BWB ACHIEVES INVESTORS IN PEOPLE PLATINUM  

BWB are heading to MIPIM this March.  

We have a team from our London office 

and also our Deetu Group heading to 

Cannes from the 12th—15th March for 

MIPIM, The worlds largest property market. 

Our London staff attending are Simon 

Harden, Business Growth Director and David 

Stairmand, Director of Mechanical & 

Electrical Building Services. Simon & David 

are attending in the hope of continuing to 

raise the profile of our multi-disciplinary 

London Bridge based office and to interact 

with our existing key clients and contacts.  

Our Deetu staff are attending like previous 

years to support their clients exhibiting at the 

event and are looking to bring their regions, 

portfolios and developments to life. In 

particular, Sheffield City Region and Invest in 

Nottingham who are once again making 

Deetu’s Explore platform the backbone of 

their exhibitions. 

Excitingly, Deetu have also been appointed 

as the official Technical partner to MIPIM 

2019. Through partnership with Reed MIDEM 

Deetu have produced the official global 

delegate map enabling attendees to make 

better connections quicker in the regions 

that matter to them. 
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BWB Manchester office relocates to Aviva’s 

11 Portland Street in the city centre. Taking 

around 3,600 sq. ft, the office is moving from 

its existing base on Dale Street in the 

Northern Quarter after significant growth 

across its core civil and structural 

engineering business.  

The office has also added new disciplines in 

recent years including environmental 

planning consultancy, geo-technical 

engineering, and air quality and acoustics.  

Warren Bennett, who leads Manchester, 

said: “We were literally bursting out of the 

skylights in our old offices, and we want a 

more prominent presence that reflects both 

our position in the market and our 

commitment to Manchester and the North 

West. “We’re working on some significant 

projects for major clients and we need to 

both grow the team and provide an 

environment that attracts and retains top 

talent, while sending out the right signals 

about our ambitions for greater success.” 

BWB MANCHESTER  MOVE TO NEW PREMISES 

Josh Dickerson, founding member of BWB’s 

technology start-up Deetu, has won a place 

on the National Infrastructure Commission’s 

new Young Professionals Panel. 

The Associate, who is based in BWB’s 

Nottingham office, has been chosen as one 

of the final 16 panel members out of more 

than 500 people from across the UK who 

applied.  

The panel is a new initiative from the NIC, 

which is the independent body tasked with 

identifying the UK’s long-term infrastructure 

needs and recommending to government 

strategies to address them. It was launched 

by the Commission to find the brightest and 

the best of the UK’s infrastructure 

professionals to help inform its work. 

JOSH DICKERSON JOIN’S  NATIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE ADVISORY PANEL 



BWB Consulting is to be part of Highways 

England’s new multi-billion pound framework 

for the development and upgrading of the 

strategic road network over the next six 

years. 

We will work alongside NMCN (North Midland 

Construction Plc) as their design partner on 

Lot 3 of the £8.7bn framework, which covers 

the major route network in the North West, 

North East and Yorkshire and the Humber. Lot 

3 is a £200m programme awarded under 

Highways England’s new Regional Delivery 

Partnership arrangements, which replace the 

old Collaborative Delivery Framework. 

BWB’s Transport & Infrastructure Group will 

provide multi-disciplinary infrastructure 

engineering support to NMCN, which has a 

long history of successfully delivering 

Highways England projects. 

Simon Stanley, Director of Transport and 

Infrastructure Design, said: “Being a part of 

this major framework is the culmination of 

months of hard work by a collaborative 

team at both BWB and NMCN. We now look 

forward to working with Highways England as 

we move towards the project delivery 

phase.” 

It’s thought that one of the first projects to be 

delivered by BWB and NMCN will be major 

junction improvements designed to enhance 

capacity and improve journey time reliability 

on the M621 link between the M1 and M62 

south of Leeds in West Yorkshire 

John Homer, Chief Executive of NMNC said: 

"This new framework is an exciting project to 

be a part of and with BWB Consulting it 

extends our current long-term relationship 

with Highways England to encompass larger 

and more complex projects.  

“We welcome the step change Highways 

England is taking to deliver improvement 

regionally by involving communities at a 

local level. We will work collaboratively with 

Highways England, BWB and other 

framework contractors and stakeholders to 

achieve shared success and deliver 

maximum benefit through our projects." 

A BWB engineer is planning to show young 

people that civil engineering is a career 

choice for everyone after being selected as 

a diversity ambassador for the Institution of 

Civil Engineers. 

                                                                         

Dominic Cronin, a graduate within BWB’s 

Transport and Infrastructure design team, 

has taken up the position on the institution’s 

London Graduates and Students 

Committee. His new role will involve 

organising events including Pride and 

Women in Engineering activities to help 

create a working environment in which 

everyone can show their potential without 

prejudice or discrimination. Our first event 

will be on the 7th February, where BWB will 

be partaking in the LGBT + Careers 

Networking Fair at Imperial College London, 

as part of LGBT + history month. 

                                                                          

Dominic joined BWB in August after 

graduating from the University of Brighton 

and it was his personal experience of being 

gay that led to him volunteering for the 

post. Dominic said “BWB’s been perfect in 

acknowledging my potential without 

putting my sexuality into question* however 

not everyone has that experience, its time 

to change that.  

BWB’S DOMINIC  TAKES ON THE ROLE AS AN AMBASSADOR 
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   BWB TO BE PART OF MULTI-BILLION HIGHWAYS ENGLAND FRAMEWORK 
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SPOTLIGHT ON… BWB MECHANICAL & ELECTRICAL 

BWB M&E building engineering services 

capability has developed significantly 

since joining the business in 2013. 

Historically our expertise focussed on the 

outline and subsequent detailed design of 

M&E engineering services for a vast range 

of end user clients; developers and 

contractors. We maintain the ability to 

provide detailed design knowledge 

through to working design stage often in a 

BIM Level 2 environment.  

Alignment with BWB’s pre-planning and 

EIA disciplines over the past six years has 

allowed BWB M&E to also mature building 

physics expertise, particularly relevant 

when guiding project teams through 

complex energy strategy production 

leading to sustainable development of 

projects.  

Adding M&E to BWB’s wealth of 

engineering consultancy expertise was 

part of the strategy instigated by BWB’s 

post-recession business plan. This 

concentrated on growth through 

diversifying engineering consultancy 

disciplines, knowledge of public sector 

opportunities and regional coverage 

whilst maintaining excellence in delivery of 

our then core engineering disciplines.  

 

BWB’s M&E capability is lead by Jim 

Benson. If you would like to know more 

about BWB’s M&E or have an 

opportunity for us to get involved in 

any schemes from pre-planning, 

concept or detailed design please 

contact Jim. 

Email: jim.benson@bwbconsulting.com 

Highlighting the recent achievements form our in-house Mechanical and Electrical (M&E) Engineering service…. 

M&E has since its inception in BWB 

operated as part of our Buildings and Built 

Environment group where we naturally 

interact with our Building Structures 

colleagues, with a truly collaborative and 

co-ordinated design service now naturally 

offered between our structures and M&E 

teams.  

Integration of M&E into BWB’s standard 

service delivery especially to our key clients 

has progressed well with 2018 seeing 

almost half our M&E proposals being 

introduced through non-M&E colleagues 

within BWB resulting in a third of M&E 

income originating from introductions 

made from outside of the M&E discipline. 

BWB’s M&E teams are well placed to 

deliver projects nationally with our network 

of regional offices supported by M&E 

capability based in our Birmingham and 

Leeds offices. 
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BWB are proud to be involved in the 

exciting transformation of the landmark 127 

year old Tamworth Assembly Rooms.  

 

The theatre is being restored and extended 

in a major refurbishment programme 

designed to bring it into the 21st century, 

make it more attractive and improve 

access to visitors.  

 

The rejuvenated modern theatre space 

and associated mixed use facilities retain 

some original features of the listed Victorian 

building. 

 

BWB M&E provided service at all stages of 

the project; from concept stage, through to 

detailed design, to monitoring of 

construction work.  

BWB is immensely proud to have provided 

M&E services to the stunning £60M 

Mercedes Benz in Stockport.  

Our three-dimensional M&E design 

produced in Autodesk Revit software 

promoted exemplary collaboration and 

resolution of potential co-ordination issues. 

Specific challenges were encountered and 

overcome on the project, such as BWB 

undertaking a glare analysis of the buildings 

main predominantly glazed elevation to 

reduce risks to motorists on the neighbouring 

roads.  

BWB M&E have a fantastic track record in 

the design of car dealership facilities, 

ranging from new build sales; service and 

aftercare centres for multiple high-end 

brands to specialist pre-delivery servicing; 

storage and logistics centres. 

BWB M&E have a long-standing 

relationship providing trusted advice to 

the Head of Capital Projects at the 

University of Leicester.  

 

Our current involvement with the university 

provides senior M&E engineering 

management expertise on a seconded 

basis each week as part of the estates 

management team where input is 

provided to technically assess and monitor 

development of schemes by framework 

consultants whilst providing advice to the 

universities maintenance department on 

asset management activities.           

TAMWORTH ASSEMBLY ROOMS 

UNIVERSITY OF LEICESTER  

FRAMEWORK 

MERCEDES BENZ, STOCKPORT CAR DEALERSHIP 
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  BWB’S SOCIAL… SPLASHBOARD 
Here’s a small selection of what we’ve been up to on our social sites                  @BWBConsulting                                  @BWBConsulting 

It’s full steam ahead for BWB’s rapidly-growing Rail division with the latest new 

starter being Alex Stewart. Alex has joined our Birmingham-based Signalling team as 

Technical Manager and brings with him a track record of delivering cc ... 

From #BIM to reality! Fantastic to see Eagle Farm primary school in Milton Keynes is 

taking shape and starting to look just like its digital twin. Willmott Dixon Glancy 

Nicholls Architects Dave Peacock BIM IP Dharam Singh Bold 

Latest shots of the new HSBC HQ in Birmingham city centre—an amazing project to 

have been involved in! Galliford Try plc. Make Architects, Arcadis, Dodd Group, 

Gillespies 

Brilliant day of networking at today’s #EastMidsExpo in Nottingham. Chris Dodd, 

Anthony Hart, Kris James, Joshua Dickerson, Deetu 

Proud to be providing civil & structural engineering for this fantastic project in 

Rochdale. Winvic Construction Ltd 

https://twitter.com/bwbconsulting?lang=en
https://www.linkedin.com/company/429163/admin/
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Heading to @MIPIMWorld in March? 
 

So are we! We’re proud to be attending as t 
he #MIPIM2019 Technical Partner, get in 
touch if you’d like to speak to the team whilst 
we’re there! 
 

See what we’re up to at MIPIM here: 
deetu.com/Deetu-at-mipim… 
 

#MIPIM #PropTech #Property 

Proud to be providing Civil & Structural 
Engineering for this great development in 
Rochdale  
@bwbTandI 

BWB technician @Jonny_Taylor98 had a great 
time hosting his forst networking event last 
night for @_NGConstruction with 
@WalkerSime @CPUKgroup 
@edwardsco_mcr @FDGArchitects. Thanks to 
everyone who came! #Manchester 

#YoungProfessionals #BusinessDevelopment 

A fantastic way to end the year for 
@bwbconsulting we’ve been reaccredited by 

@bestcompanies for a third year running!  
#bestcompanies2019 #EmployeeEngagement 

Excited to announce our #Manchester office 
has officially moved to our new premises at 
Aviva’s 11 on Portland Street. 
Read all about it in our @PlaceNorthWest 
news story below! 

Our #Leeds @bwbconsulting office has been 
busy Christmas shopping for 

@LeedsChildrensC Most of the children the 
charity support are aged 7-11 and come from 
the most deprived areas of Leeds. Thanks to 
Jamie for being our #Santa      and delivering 
them safely! #4thyear #givingback 

Doubly excited for tonight’s @IIP awards as 
we’re shortlisted in 2 categories—Platinum 
Employer of the Year (250+) and Excellence in 
Leadership & Management (2-499). Best of 
luck to all the shortlisted companies & here’s 
to a great night! @SWoolerBWB @eahsbwb 
#IIPAwards2018 

Our 1st @bwbconsulting Academy Enterprise 
Day Challenge is underway. Our people are 
working to establish & run a one day businee 
in 2019. They’ll be turning as much profit as 
they can, selling products, to raise funds for 
our national charity of the year 
@CR_UK #Training #CSR 

6 weeks until #MIPIM 
 
Our colleagues, David Stairmand & Simon-
Harden, will be in Cannes between 11th—
15th March. 
 
Please get in touch to arrange a meeting with 

@bwbconsulting at @MIPIMWorld 
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BWB RAISE MONEY FOR 

CANCER RESEARCH 

NOTTINGHAM STUDENTS TAKE ON THE BWB CHALLENGE AT 
THINKUBATOR 2018 

BWB office’s have been raising money for 

our National charity Cancer Research 

throughout this year with cakes sales, Book 

sales and even most recently getting into the 

Halloween spirit by hosting Halloween 

fuddles with Halloween baked treats and 

pumpkin carving competitions.  

 

So far we have raised £1175.52 for our 

national charity Cancer Research and more 

importantly continued to raise awareness. 

Watch this space as we have more planned 

for the year such as Christmas raffles and  a 

packed lunch day. #StandUpToCancer 

BWB Consulting was one of 30 companies 

who set a real-life challenge for business 

students at Nottingham Trent University’s 

sixth annual Thinkubator last week. The 

event saw teams made up of 

undergraduate and postgraduate students 

being presented with a problem faced by a 

local business and then given 3 hours to 

research, analyse and evaluate before 

presenting their solutions.       

 

BWB Associate Director David Radley set his 

team the challenging task of conducting 

market analyses and assessing new sectors 

that BWB are considering breaking into. He 

said: “The students really excelled and 

delivered an impressive presentation that 

tackled the challenges presented. They 

assessed our competition and provided a 

fresh perspective on existing and new 

markets.” We intend to maintain and build 

upon our relationship with the school 

following the success of this event. 

Two of BWB’s Rail team, Jonathan Wright & 

Paul Robilliard will be swapping their warm 

beds for a cold floor of Birmingham New 

Street railway station on the 31st January for 

the Big Station Sleepout in aid of the Railway 

Children charity.  

 

 

The Railway Children have organised this 

sleepout simultaneously across four major 

railway stations, London Bridge, Liverpool 

Lime Street, Manchester & Birmingham New 

Street. The hope is to raise awareness and all 

important funds for the hundreds of children 

who sleep rough every day around the 

world. 

BWB RAIL RAISE AWARENESS FOR RAILWAY CHILDREN 

Our Leeds office has been busy Christmas  

shopping this year, buying gifts for the Leeds  

Children Charity and showing their spirit of 

Christmas. Most of the children the charity 

support are aged between 7 and 11 years old 

and come from the most deprived areas of 

Leeds. Our colleagues have been donating 

gifts to the charity for the last 4 years now. 

Above is a photo of Jamie being our 

nominated Santa this year and delivering the 

gifts safely and on time!  

‘FEELING FESTIVE’ AS THE LEEDS 
OFFICE DONATE TO CHILDRENS 
CHARITY 

https://twitter.com/search?q=%23BigStationSleepout

